
Included :

Left and Right Silencer Electronic Ear buds

Small / Medium / Large (Right / Left) Sure-Lock™ sizing fins (6 total)

Small / Medium / Large (one set for each ear) Foam tips (6 total)

Four pack of batteries

Detachable Lanyard

Cleaning Brush / Magnetic tool

Carry Case

Installing batteries : (estimated battery life of 80 hours) *

Remove the foam tip and rubber fin from the Silencer to access the 

battery compartment. Install battery using the magnetic brush / wand.
**WARNING**

Do not mix new and old batteries. 

Note the direction of the positive (+) and negative (-) 

Operation:

Slide switch up to turn the unit ON – down for OFF

Volume is controlled by the dial – turning clockwise will increase the 

volume while counterclockwise will reduce the volume,.

Proper Fitting :

After installing the batteries close the battery door. At this point you should try any combination of sizing fins 

and foam tips to obtain a good seal and secure fit. Do so with the unit in the off position.

Sure-Lock™ sizing fins slide over the housing. 

Install the foam tips to the foam tip post on the device.

When ready to insert into ear. Roll and compress the foam tip between your fingers. Insert into your ear and 

hold in place for 10-15 seconds to allow the foam to expand and seal within your ear. 

Properly sealed Silencer will significantly reduce outside noise – muffling the ambient sound. - Be sure and 

have the Silencers in the OFF position when testing how well the foam tips have been seated in your ears.
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*Battery life estimate may vary based on temperature and brand of battery.



LIMITED WARRANTY

Walker’s warrants this product to the original purchaser to be free from defects in materials and workmanship, under normal use and conditions for a 
period of One Year from the date of the original purchase. Under this warranty, this unit will be replaced or repaired at our option, without charge for 

parts or labor, excluding batteries, for this period

This warranty is void if any of the following occur:
1. The warranty card was not sent in at the time or purchase

2. The unit is not owned by the original purchaser at the time of the warranty claim
3. The unit has been tampered with, opened or punctured

4. The unit has been immersed in water or other liquids, allowed to be filled with dirt or dust, or otherwise physically abused

This shall be the exclusive written warranty of the original purchaser and neither this warranty or any other warranty, expressed or implied, shall extend 
beyond the 12-month period listed above. In no event shall Walker’s   be liable for consequential damages, consequential property damage, or 

consequential personal injury. (Some states do not allow limitations on implied warranties or exclusions of consequential damages, so that these 
restrictions may not apply to you). This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may have other rights, which vary from state to state.

TOLL-FREE CUSTOMER SUPPORT (877) 269-8490

Be sure to position 

the Sure-Lock fin 

into the outer ear. 

This helps provide a 

good seal and a 

secure fit.

The Silencer also 

comes with an 

optional detachable 

lanyard. Simply 

insert the lanyard 

end into the lanyard 

port on each ear bud 

until it snaps in 

place.


